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Toward Restoring Rule-of-Law Norms 

Dawn Johnsen* 

President Donald Trump’s flagrant and frequent violations of 

fundamental norms of presidential behavior undermine our constitutional 

democracy. They test the ability of long-standing existing systems and 

institutions to sustain the rule of law, to protect fundamental rights and 

values, and to check presidential wrongdoing.  

This Article is part of a symposium that addresses the pressing need for 

“Reclaiming—and Restoring—Constitutional Norms.” As that title implies, 

it will take more than simply electing different and better presidents to rectify 

harms President Trump has inflicted and fault lines he has revealed. One 

important lesson evident from life during the Trump Administration is the 

enormous difficulty and necessity of protecting valuable norms from a 

president who is deeply disdainful of government, the Constitution, and the 

rule of law. Constitutional norms can and should be made more secure 

through a variety of efforts that relate to the many foundational institutions 

that have been targets of Trump’s disdain: the federal judiciary, Executive 

Branch (including law enforcement) officials, Congress, the press, states and 

cities, advocacy and professional organizations, and the legal academy and 

universities.1 

This Article considers the first two of these key institutions—the federal 

courts and the Executive Branch—and some common misperceptions about 

their relative roles that threaten to impede the restoration of constitutional 

norms. In particular, this Article highlights two types of false equivalencies 

common in public discourse that cloud popular understandings and obfuscate 

the depths and dangers of President Trump’s wrongdoing. 

 

*Walter W. Foskett Professor of Law, Indiana University Maurer School of Law. 

1. President Trump has engaged in a range of assaults on these foundational institutions, from 

repeatedly calling the press “the true Enemy of the People,” Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), 

TWITTER (Oct. 29, 2018), https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1056879122348195841?lang 

=en [https://perma.cc/9NP3-HVM7], to undermining law enforcement investigations into his own 

wrongdoing while calling for criminal prosecutions of those he considers his political adversaries. 

Kyle Swenson, The Ever-Growing List of People Donald Trump Says Should Be Jailed, WASH. 

POST (Nov. 29, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2018/11/29/an-incomplete-list-all-

people-donald-trump-has-said-should-be-jailed/?utm_term=.f499ad122d73 [https://perma.cc/2272 

-GETX]. During his campaign, Trump’s disdain for the law went as far as colorfully declaring that 

he could get away with murder: “I could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot somebody 

and I wouldn’t lose any voters.” CNN, Trump: I Could Shoot Somebody and Not Lose Voters, 

YOUTUBE (Jan. 23, 2016), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTACH1eVIaA [https://perma.cc/ 

G64B-3TUN]. This Article takes the existence of President Trump’s serious norm violations as a 

given and, rather than detail and document examples, moves directly to the Symposium’s call for 

solutions: What can and should be done to the end of “Reclaiming—and Restoring—Constitutional 

Norms”? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/
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First, we tend to equate presidential wrongdoing with what the courts, 

and especially the Supreme Court, ultimately will declare to be unlawful. 

Witness, for example, in the face of daily news stories regarding President 

Trump’s connections to various wrongs and controversies, the excessively 

narrow focus on what the courts or a special prosecutor might do. Whether, 

for example, a sitting president can be indicted, prosecuted, and convicted. 

Or whether a court will declare President Trump’s financial holdings (which 

undoubtedly present deeply troubling conflicts of interests in the ordinary 

sense of that term) a violation of the Emoluments Clause or any other 

conflict-of-interest law. Or whether any of a range of dubious financial 

transactions and asset evaluations constitute a provable crime. Or whether 

President Trump or anyone connected with his campaign colluded with 

Russia to influence the outcome of his presidential race. Or President 

Trump’s legal status as an unindicted coconspirator or defendant (while in or 

out of office). 

This judicial focus, although understandable at one level, is grossly 

disproportionate to the norms that ordinarily guide and constrain presidents. 

The absence of a court ruling condemning a presidential action is, to be sure, 

a notable fact, but it is far from a vindication of the President’s behavior. 

Courts on many occasions decline or fail to enforce the constitutional and 

other legal responsibilities that presidents take an oath to uphold. Even absent 

the possibility of meaningful judicial review, presidential action contrary to 

those responsibilities may be unconstitutional or wrong. A multitude of 

judicial doctrines prevent the courts from fully assessing presidential 

wrongdoing, among them: judicial deference to the President, the lack of a 

plaintiff with standing, judicial refusal to address “political questions,” and a 

variety of privileges. Professor Steven Vladeck, for example, has enumerated 

twelve doctrines of judicial deference and restraint that the U.S. Department 

of Justice asserted to defend against civil suits by individuals who suffered 

torture and other serious harm during the Bush Administration.2 Given the 

current makeup of the Supreme Court, the gap between wrongful presidential 

behavior and what the Supreme Court will declare unlawful is likely to grow. 

Second, we tend to exaggerate and mischaracterize ostensible 

similarities in presidential misbehavior, improperly equating actions of 

different presidents. Although this is not a new phenomenon, Trump’s 

extraordinary misconduct has contributed to growing cynicism and 

diminishing expectations that can be norm corroding. Take, for example, the 

commonly expressed view that presidents, as a rule, have embraced 

expansive conceptions of executive power to the detriment of congressional 

powers, especially with regard to war powers and national security.3 Or that 

 

2. Stephen I. Vladeck, The Demise of Merits-Based Adjudication in Post-9/11 National Security 

Litigation, 64 DRAKE L. REV. 1035, 1040–41 (2016). 

3. For a discussion of one prominent example—that is, the frequent mistaken equating of the 
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all presidents lie to the American public. Despite elements of truth, both 

statements overgeneralize in ways that can undermine the very norms we 

must seek to reclaim and restore. For example, notwithstanding the fact that 

previous presidents have claimed excessive powers and lied to the public, 

President Trump in unprecedented ways has violated constitutional norms 

core to our democratic system with sweeping claims of above-the-law 

authorities and 10,111 false or misleading claims made during 828 days in 

office, according to The Washington Post’s ongoing count.4  

Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian 

interference with the 2016 election presents a prominent context in which 

such false equivalencies have distorted public understandings.5 President 

Trump personally led efforts to frame the investigation in terms of criminal 

culpability, with a drumbeat of “No Collusion” and “No Obstruction” 

throughout the investigation and upon release of the redacted report.6 

Trump’s supporters unsurprisingly followed his lead, but the media also has 

focused disproportionately through the lens of potential criminality—and 

even through that lens, has failed adequately to appreciate that Mueller did 

not find Trump’s actions to be lawful.7 On the issue of obstruction of justice, 

Mueller could not have been clearer about that fact. His analysis opens by 

emphasizing that, because a sitting President cannot be indicted or 

prosecuted, he did not undertake a “traditional prosecutorial judgment” or an 

approach that could lead to a judgment that the President had acted 

unlawfully.8 His introduction also emphasizes that he was unable to conclude 

 

actions and views of Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama with regard to presidential 

power—see Dawn Johnsen, The Lawyers’ War: Counterterrorism from Bush to Obama to Trump, 

FOREIGN AFF., Jan./Feb. 2017, at 148, 151–53. For an exhaustive and insightful review of 

presidential assertions of preclusive Commander in Chief authority to disregard federal statutory 

restrictions on presidential war powers, see David J. Barron & Martin S. Lederman, The 

Commander in Chief at the Lowest Ebb—A Constitutional History, 121 HARV. L. REV. 941, 944 

(2008); David J. Barron & Martin S. Lederman, The Commander in Chief at the Lowest Ebb—

Framing the Problem, Doctrine, and Original Understanding, 121 HARV. L. REV. 689, 704–11 

(2008). 

4. Glenn Kessler et al., President Trump Has Made More than 10,000 False or Misleading 

Claims, WASH. POST (Apr. 29, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/04/29/ 

president-trump-has-made-more-than-false-or-misleading-claims/?utm_term=.4860a107eae9 

[https://perma.cc/J8BJ-9B32]. 

5.  1 ROBERT S. MUELLER, III, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION INTO 

RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE IN THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION (2019); 2 ROBERT S. MUELLER, III, 

U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION INTO RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE IN THE 

2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION (2019). 

6. E.g., Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Apr. 18, 2018, 5:54 PM), https:// 

twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1118860425599307777 [https://perma.cc/3ZAY-VL59]. 

7. See, e.g., Tamara Keith, Mueller Report Still Attracts Attention from Both Sides of the Aisle, 

NPR (Apr. 22, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/04/22/715875239/mueller-report-still-attracts-

attention-from-both-sides-of-the-aisle [https://perma.cc/BCU5-K6G5] (discussing prioritization of 

the law over morality and ethics). 

8. 2 MUELLER, supra note 5, at 1–2. 
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that the President was not guilty of obstruction of justice, as well as the 

importance of preserving evidence because a president may be prosecuted 

after he leaves office.9  

As this Article goes to print, reactions and responses to the extraordinary 

Mueller investigation remain ongoing. An example more typically 

illustrative of the dangers of false equivalencies and faulty understandings 

related to preserving the rule of law can be found in President Trump’s 

actions to bar nationals from designated foreign countries from entering the 

United States, commonly described as the “Travel Ban.”10 Legal challenges 

to Trump’s Travel Ban argued, among other things, that it unconstitutionally 

targeted predominantly Muslim countries in violation of the First 

Amendment’s prohibition on discrimination on the basis of religion.11 News 

reports of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Trump v. Hawaii12 typically 

mischaracterized the Court’s decision as upholding the constitutionality of 

the Travel Ban.13 

Some, though far from all, reports noted the Travel Ban’s complicated 

history. This includes its origins in Trump’s campaign speeches and its 

evolution through three presidential orders, such that the version of the Travel 

Ban before the Supreme Court differed significantly from how Trump 

initially formulated the Ban14—and continued to wish he could formulate the 

Ban.15 Losses in the lower federal courts prompted his Administration to 

make significant revisions to disguise the extent of the Ban’s anti-Muslim 

focus.16 Absent those changes, the Supreme Court almost certainly would 

have affirmed the lower courts and enjoined the Ban. 

More to this Article’s point, the overwhelming weight of press coverage 

and commentary mischaracterized the Court’s ruling as upholding the 

legality of the third version of the Travel Ban. The thrust of headlines and 

reports, and thus public understanding, fell in line with President Trump’s 

 

9. Id. 

10. President Trump actually issued three versions of the Travel Ban. Proclamation No. 9645, 

82 Fed. Reg. 45,161 (Sept. 27, 2017); Exec. Order No. 13,780, 82 Fed. Reg. 13,209 (Mar. 9, 2017); 

Exec. Order No. 13,769, 82 Fed. Reg. 8977 (Feb. 1, 2017). 

11. Trump v. Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. 2392, 2416–17 (2018). 

12. 138 S. Ct. 2392 (2018). 

13. E.g., Tucker Higgins, Supreme Court Rules that Trump’s Travel Ban Is Constitutional, 

CNBC (June 26, 2018), https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/26/supreme-court-rules-in-trump-muslim-

travel-ban-case.html [https://perma.cc/LA3X-NQJ5]; see also Marty Lederman, Contrary to 

Popular Belief, the Court Did Not Hold that the Travel Ban Is Lawful—Anything But, JUST 

SECURITY (July 2, 2018), https://www.justsecurity.org/58807/contrary-popular-belief-court-hold-

travel-ban-lawful-anything-but-which-ruling-justice-kennedys-deference-presidents-enforcement-

ban-indefensible/ [https://perma.cc/VSU3-3S5P] (citing examples). 

14. See supra note 10; Higgins, supra note 13. 

15. See, e.g., Trump, 138 S. Ct. at 2438 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (quoting President Trump’s 

tweet: “[t]he travel ban into the United States should be far larger, tougher and more specific—but 

stupidly, that would not be politically correct!”). 

16. Id. at 2403–06. 
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own immediate tweet declaring complete victory: “SUPREME COURT 

UPHOLDS TRUMP TRAVEL BAN. Wow!”17 

In fact, not a single Supreme Court Justice opined that the Travel Ban 

was constitutional. That’s worth repeating: not a single Supreme Court 

Justice opined that the Travel Ban was constitutional. Professor Marty 

Lederman put it well in an online post several days after the ruling: “Contrary 

to Popular Belief, the Court Did Not Hold that the Travel Ban Is Lawful—

Anything But.”18 

The issue on which the Justices divided sharply was the lower court’s 

grant of a nationwide preliminary injunction to prevent enforcement of the 

Travel Ban during the course of litigation. Four dissenting Justices found that 

the plaintiffs were likely to prevail on their theory that President Trump was 

motivated in issuing the Travel Ban by anti-Muslim religious animus in 

violation of the First Amendment.19 For that reason, they would have upheld 

the preliminary injunction and remanded the case. The Court’s opinion for 

the five-Justice majority emphasized that, notwithstanding evidence of 

religious discrimination behind the neutral words of the President’s 

Proclamation, it had concluded that the appropriate standard of judicial 

review was the highly deferential rational basis review standard.20 Rather 

than closely scrutinizing the President’s action in light of the evidence of 

discriminatory motivation, the Court held that it would consider the question 

only behind a veil of deference to the President—and that the plaintiffs had 

not demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits (necessary to justify a 

preliminary injunction) given that the President’s national-security rationale 

sufficed to survive that minimal review.21 

 

17. Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (June 26, 2018, 8:40 AM), 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1011620271327989760 [https://perma.cc/SBW8-

RXEG]. 

18. Lederman, supra note 13. 

19. Justice Sonia Sotomayor’s dissent (joined by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg) made a detailed 

and compelling case that “a reasonable observer would conclude that the Proclamation was driven 

primarily by anti-Muslim animus” and therefore the plaintiffs were likely to succeed on their claim 

that the Travel Ban violated the First Amendment. Trump, 138 S. Ct. at 2438 (Sotomayor, J., 

dissenting). Justice Stephen Breyer’s dissent (joined by Justice Elena Kagan) called for the further 

development on remand of the record of exemptions and waivers, during which the preliminary 

injunction would remain in effect, but he concluded by agreeing with Justice Sotomayor’s dissent: 

If this Court must decide the question without this further litigation, I would, on 

balance, find the evidence of antireligious bias, including statements on a website taken 

down only after the President issued the two executive orders preceding the 

Proclamation, along with the other statements also set forth in Justice Sotomayor’s 

opinion, a sufficient basis to set the Proclamation aside. 

Id. at 2433 (Breyer, J., dissenting). 

20. Id. at 2418, 2420, 2423. 

21. The Court also noted that the relevant statutory source of the President’s authority, the 

Immigration and Nationality Act, “exudes deference to the President in every clause.” Id. at 2408. 
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Justice Anthony Kennedy, who provided a necessary fifth vote for the 

Court’s ruling and Chief Justice John Robert’s majority opinion, issued an 

important concurrence in which, far from blessing the Travel Ban’s legality, 

he revealed concern that it actually had been motivated by unconstitutional 

animus.22 Kennedy wrote separately to emphasize the limited role of the 

Court in reviewing presidential actions such as the Travel Ban. His short 

opinion constitutes a clear caution against construing the Court’s decision 

not to enjoin the Travel Ban as President Trump would go on to misconstrue 

it: as a validation of the President’s action. To the contrary, Justice Kennedy 

admonished that in such instances of “broad discretion, discretion free from 

judicial scrutiny,” the President and other Executive Branch officials bear a 

special responsibility to adhere to “the Constitution and the rights it 

proclaims and protects” and “its meaning and its promise.”23 Justice 

Kennedy’s short concurrence merits an extensive quotation: 

There are numerous instances in which the statements and actions of 

Government officials are not subject to judicial scrutiny or 

intervention. That does not mean those officials are free to disregard 

the Constitution and the rights it proclaims and protects. The oath that 

all officials take to adhere to the Constitution is not confined to those 

spheres in which the Judiciary can correct or even comment upon what 

those officials say or do. Indeed, the very fact that an official may have 

broad discretion, discretion free from judicial scrutiny, makes it all the 

more imperative for him or her to adhere to the Constitution and to its 

meaning and its promise. 

 The First Amendment prohibits the establishment of religion and 

promises the free exercise of religion. From these safeguards, and 

from the guarantee of freedom of speech, it follows there is freedom 

of belief and expression. It is an urgent necessity that officials adhere 

to these constitutional guarantees and mandates in all their actions, 

even in the sphere of foreign affairs. An anxious world must know that 

our Government remains committed always to the liberties the 

Constitution seeks to preserve and protect, so that freedom extends 

outward, and lasts.24 

Given Justice Kennedy’s compelling analysis of the harm inflicted when 

religious animus infects governmental action, it is perhaps surprising (and in 

my view, disappointing and wrong) that he did not join the dissenting Justices 

in concluding that the Court’s proper role demanded a more searching 

scrutiny of the Travel Ban’s constitutionality and that the plaintiffs were 

likely to prevail. Nonetheless, Justice Kennedy did signal the terrible wrong 

of religious discrimination in selectively denying Muslims entry to the United 

 

22. Id. at 2423–24 (Kennedy, J., concurring). 

23. Id. at 2424. 

24. Id. 
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States and the “urgent necessity” for the President and Executive Branch 

officials to live up to their constitutional responsibility, whether or not the 

Court ordered them to do so.25 That constitutional obligation endures, from 

the first version of the Travel Ban through today. 

As was widely publicized, President Trump fired Acting Attorney 

General Sally Yates during his first month in office after she, exactly 

consistent with the role outlined by Justice Kennedy, refused to defend the 

legality of the President’s first Travel Ban.26 Less known was that, in a radical 

breach of norms, lawyers in the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Legal 

Counsel (OLC), who act by delegated authority and under the supervision of 

the Attorney General,27 reportedly had been ordered by White House officials 

to keep secret from Yates that they were reviewing the Travel Ban.28 

Fundamentally, a judicial ruling declining to enjoin a presidential action 

on grounds of deference (as the Court declined with regard to the third Travel 

Ban) does nothing to diminish the President’s independent constitutional 

obligation to act lawfully and to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully 

executed” by Executive Branch officials.29 Contrary to President Trump’s 

twisted tweet claiming victory, and as Justice Kennedy strongly implied, after 

the Court’s ruling the President continued to bear the constitutional 

responsibility to repeal the unlawful Travel Ban—as an “anxious world” 

continued to watch.30 

Instead, President Trump continued to shirk his constitutional 

responsibilities and falsely claim the imprimatur of the Supreme Court. The 

saga of the constitutionality of the various Travel Bans is one illustration of 

the need for an improved shared public understanding of the relative roles of 

the judiciary and the Executive Branch with regard to the legality of 

executive action. To reclaim and restore constitutional norms requires a 

deeper common understanding of what those norms are and why the courts 

by structure and necessity will play only a limited role in sustaining them, 

even when they rise to constitutional obligations and violate constitutional 

rights. 

I have had many occasions over the last three decades to consider the 

rule-of-law norms that govern presidential action, both as a lawyer and as an 

academic. Most directly relevant, I served during the Clinton Administration 

in the U.S. Department of Justice including as the acting head of OLC, which 

 

25. Id. 

26. Ryan Lizza, Why Sally Yates Stood Up to Trump, NEW YORKER (May 29, 2017), 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/05/29/why-sally-yates-stood-up-to-trump 

[https://perma.cc/S9R7-JFRN]. 

27. About the Office, U.S. Dep’t Just.: Off. Legal Couns., https://www.justice.gov/olc 

[https://perma.cc/82XG-GEJB]. 

28. Lizza, supra note 26. 

29. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3. 

30. Trump, 138 S. Ct. at 2424 (Kennedy, J., concurring). 
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is charged with advising the President and Executive Branch officials on 

matters of law.31 Paramount among its responsibilities, OLC provides the 

President (typically via the Counsel to the President) legal advice to help 

guide the fulfillment of constitutional responsibilities in conformity with all 

applicable laws, consistent with the Take Care Clause32 and the presidential 

oath of office.33 OLC has a longstanding, nonpartisan tradition of giving 

accurate, untainted legal advice—of telling presidents “no” when the law so 

dictates and not allowing desired policy ends to drive legal analysis. If an 

answer is no, OLC helps develop lawful alternatives. Former heads of OLC 

during administrations of both parties describe the role of OLC and the 

Attorney General in this way.34 

OLC typically operates outside of public view, but the office came under 

close scrutiny and perhaps is best known for a period when it sharply deviated 

from traditional norms in advising on certain national security matters 

following the 9/11 terrorist attacks. This was revealed by the leaking of a 

classified OLC memorandum that included among its deeply flawed 

conclusions that the President as Commander in Chief had authority to act 

contrary to federal statutes that prohibited the use of torture.35 Harvard law 

professor Jack Goldsmith has written about taking charge of OLC in 2003 

and working to restore its traditions—and being told that he would have 

blood on his hands if he persisted.36 James Comey, whom President Trump 

 

31. I served first as a Deputy Assistant Attorney General (1993–1996) to Assistant Attorney 

General Walter Dellinger and later as the Acting Assistant Attorney General heading OLC (1997–

1998). 

32. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3. 

33. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 8 (“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute 

the Office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and 

defend the Constitution of the United States.”). 

34. See Dawn E. Johnsen, Faithfully Executing the Laws: Internal Legal Constraints on 

Executive Power, 54 UCLA L. REV. 1559, 1582 n.100 (2007) (quoting statements made during U.S. 

Senate confirmation hearings by Republican nominees to the Department of Justice: Alberto 

Gonzales, Timothy Flanigan, and Steven Bradbury). 

35. Memorandum from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attorney Gen., Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. 

Dep’t of Justice, to Alberto R. Gonzales, Counsel to the President (Aug. 1, 2002), 

https://www.justice.gov/olc/file/886061/download [https://perma.cc/GK9S-B2CW]. After the OLC 

memorandum leaked, the Bush Administration disavowed it and OLC eventually issued a new 

memorandum to replace it. See Memorandum from Daniel Levin, Acting Assistant Attorney Gen., 

Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to James B. Comey, Deputy Attorney Gen. (Dec. 30, 

2004), https://www.justice.gov/file/18791/download [https://perma.cc/LY4B-SJDE] (stating that 

this memorandum supersedes the August 2002 memorandum). 

36. See Preserving the Rule of Law in the Fight Against Terrorism: Hearing Before the S. 

Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 29–32 (2007) (statement of Jack Landman Goldsmith, Henry 

L. Shattuck Professor of Law, Harvard Law School) (discussing his efforts to revive OLC’s 

traditional norms and practices in the face, for example, of David Addington’s warning that “the 

blood of 100,000 people who die in the next attack would be on [Goldsmith’s] hands” if he 

persisted); JACK GOLDSMITH, THE TERROR PRESIDENCY 10–12 (2007) (“I was astonished, and 

immensely worried, to discover that some of our most important counterterrorism policies rested on 

severely damaged legal foundations.”). 
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fired from his position as FBI Director, similarly has described pressures to 

twist legal analysis to match desired policy outcomes when he served as 

President Bush’s Acting Attorney General.37 In his first months in office, 

President Barack Obama took a series of actions that expressly rejected the 

Bush Administration’s theory of unilateral and preclusive presidential war 

powers and otherwise aimed to restore rule-of-law norms.38 

The notorious leaked OLC advice with regard to torture prompted me to 

work with eighteen former OLC lawyers to detail the nonpartisan norms that 

traditionally have guided OLC’s work. In 2004, we published ten “Principles 

to Guide the Office of Legal Counsel.”39 The third principle bears quotation 

here for its similarity to Justice Kennedy’s later pronouncement in the context 

of the Travel Ban: 

In formulating its best view of what the law requires, OLC always 

should be mindful that the President’s legal obligations are not limited 

to those that are judicially enforceable. In some circumstances, OLC’s 

advice will guide executive branch action that the courts are unlikely 

to review (for example, action unlikely to result in a justiciable case 

or controversy) or that the courts likely will review only under a 

standard of extreme deference (for example, some questions regarding 

war powers and national security). OLC’s advice should reflect its 

best view of all applicable legal constraints, and not only legal 

constraints likely to lead to judicial invalidation of executive branch 

action. An OLC approach that instead would equate “lawful” with 

“likely to escape judicial condemnation” would ill serve the 

President’s constitutional duty by failing to describe all legal 

constraints and by appearing to condone unlawful action as long as 

the President could, in a sense, get away with it. Indeed, the absence 

 

37. See Preserving Prosecutorial Independence: Is the Department of Justice Politicizing the 

Hiring and Firing of U.S. Attorneys?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 

213–40 (2007) (statement of James B. Comey, former Deputy Att’y Gen. of the United States) 

(describing inappropriate pressures from White House officials and threatened resignations in 

response from Department of Justice officials); JAMES COMEY, A HIGHER LOYALTY 74–115 (2018) 

(describing multiple instances of such pressures); id. at 86 (“[V]ice [P]resident [Cheney] looked at 

me gravely and said . . . ‘[t]housands of people are going to die because of what you are doing.’”); 

id. at 106 (“The United States Department of Justice had made serious legal mistakes in advising 

the president and his administration about surveillance and interrogation.”). 

38. See Press Release, Office of the Press Secretary, Remarks by the President on National 

Security (May 21, 2009), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/remarks-

president-national-security-5-21-09 [https://perma.cc/3Q4Q-43V4] (announcing that because 

“these tactics were on . . . the wrong side of history,” they must be left in the past—“where they 

belong”); Johnsen, supra note 3, at 150 (noting the Obama Administration’s rejection of “extreme 

interrogation methods, black sites, and indefinite detention”). 

39. Johnsen, supra note 34, at 1578; see also Memorandum from David J. Barron, Acting 

Assistant Attorney Gen., Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Attorneys of the Office 

of Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (July 16, 2010), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/ 

olc/legacy/2010/08/26/olc-legal-advice-opinions.pdf [https://perma.cc/6KSU-LX2U] (describing 

OLC best practices for opinions). 
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of a litigation threat signals special need for vigilance: In 

circumstances in which judicial oversight of executive branch action 

is unlikely, the President—and by extension OLC—has a special 

obligation to ensure compliance with the law, including respect for the 

rights of affected individuals and the constitutional allocation of 

powers.40 

President Trump’s apparent disdain for this foundational norm—and 

penchant for instead inappropriately proceeding in terms of litigation risk, 

what he can “get away with,” to the extent he considers legal constraints—

perhaps was best captured in his disingenuous announcement of a national 

emergency to justify building a border wall that Congress refused to fund.41 

In a video clip that went viral, President Trump speculated in an unusual sing-

song voice about his odds of prevailing in litigation that challenged his 

national emergency declaration, even while acknowledging “I didn’t need to 

do this”42:  

[T]hey will sue us in the Ninth Circuit even though it shouldn’t be 

there, and we will possibly get a bad ruling, and then we’ll get another 

bad ruling, and then we’ll end up in the Supreme Court and hopefully 

we’ll get a fair shake and we’ll win in the Supreme Court just like the 

Ban.43  

Notably, Justice Kennedy, whose concurrence called for Executive Branch 

vigilance in legal compliance, has been replaced by Justice Brett Kavanaugh. 

Our constitutional democracy is built on often-unwritten but essential 

behaviors and expectations that protect what the world has shown can be 

fragile democracies. Respect for the rule of law. Respect for democratic 

processes. Respect for governmental institutions. Exercises in identifying 

those norms, as in the “Principles to Guide the Office of Legal Counsel,” 

should inform efforts to reclaim and restore the constitutional norms that 

 

40. Johnsen, supra note 34, at 1605. Presidents dating back to George Washington have 

recognized their obligation to ensure the legality of their actions and have sought legal counsel from 

Executive Branch officials, famously including the question of the constitutionality of the First Bank 

of the United States. McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819). President Washington, 

by way of his Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, notably also sought assistance from the U.S. 

Supreme Court regarding the United States’ treaty obligations, which the Court declined to provide 

and instead referred the President to “the power given by the Constitution to the President, of calling 

on the heads of departments for opinions.” Letter from John Jay to George Washington (July 20, 

1793), in 4 THE FOUNDERS’ CONSTITUTION 258 (Philip B. Kurland & Ralph Lerner eds., 1987). 

41. Aaron Blake, ‘I Didn’t Need To Do This’: Trump Just Kneecapped His Case for a ‘National 

Emergency,’ WASH. POST (Feb. 15, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/02/15/i-

didnt-need-do-this-trump-just-kneecapped-his-own-case-national-emergency/ 

[https://perma.cc/JN6R-8BSC]. 

42. Id. 

43. Trump continued talking in this vein about the Travel Ban litigation; for full effect, it is best 

to watch the extended video of his remarks. PBS NewsHour, WATCH: ‘We’ll End Up in the 

Supreme Court,’ Trump Predicts for Emergency Declaration, YOUTUBE (Feb. 15, 2019), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYqkzWGWkiE [https://perma.cc/8XWY-33Q5]. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/02
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President Trump has undermined and that, in fact, he seems quite 

conspicuously to relish dismantling. Constitutional norms can be promoted, 

too, by the honoring and repeating of stories of individuals, Republican and 

Democratic officials, standing up for the rule of law. Acting Attorney 

General Sally Yates standing in opposition to President Trump’s 

unconstitutional Travel Ban, at the price of her job. The dramatic race to the 

hospital (and later threatened resignations) by Acting Attorney General 

James Comey, head of OLC Jack Goldsmith, and FBI Director Robert 

Mueller, to prevent senior Bush White House officials from pressuring a very 

sick Attorney General John Ashcroft to overrule objections and authorize the 

continuation of unlawful counterterrorism surveillance.44 We are reminded 

that it can require courageous actions of individuals and institutions to protect 

fundamental norms in the face of presidential threats. And that we must strive 

to elect presidents who will adhere to constitutional norms and use the powers 

of their office to secure those norms into the future.  

 

44. COMEY, supra note 37, at 87–99. 


